
Virtual Lab Users Manual 

Overview: 

When you click on the Virtual Lab applet, a new window will be created.  Most of the window shows a 

square area where the waves are displayed.  On the right is a column of controls and displays.  This is 

how you control the Virtual Lab to perform different experiments. 

Wave display 

The wave display shows the waves in color – green indicates a pressure above normal (compression) and 

red indicates a pressure below normal (rarefaction).  Black indicates areas where the pressure is normal. 

 

There are several ways to interact with the wave display. 

1) As you move the mouse over the display, you will see the coordinates of the mouse in the lower left-

hand corner of the screen.  This is how you can measure distances.  The units on distance are 

*centimeters*.  The units on frequency are *Hertz*, or Hz.  Note, however, that the Virtual Lab shows 

the waves in slow motion. 

2) You can click on the screen to place a virtual microphone.  More on this below. 

3) You can click and drag on the screen to create walls.  You can draw an open-closed tube, or a 

rectangular cavity, for example.  More on this below. 

4) You can even save your drawings.  More on this below. 

 

Control Column 

On the right hand side you will see various controls, consisting of drop-down menus, buttons, check 

boxes, slider bars, and a text box.  These are used as follows: 

1) Setup menu.  This selects a particular set-up.  For the first few labs, you will just use the “Single 

Source” option. 

2) Source menu.  This selects characteristics of the source of the waves.  Again, for now, you will 

usually use one source producing one frequency. 

3) Mouse menu.  This selects what happens when you click on the wave display.  If it says “Place 

Microphone”, a small white box will appear where you click.  The intensity of the wave at that point 

is then continuously displayed right above the text box in the lower right-hand corner.  If the menu 

says “Edit Walls”, a wall will be created under the mouse if no wall is currently present.  If you click 

where there is a wall, the wall will be removed. 

4) Color Scheme menu.  This gives different options for displaying the waves – I prefer the default – 

scheme #2.  But, this does not affect anything else. 

5) Clear Waves button.  This clears the waves.  It is important if you change the frequency, as the 

waves from the old frequency setting take some time to fade away on their own. 

6) Clear Walls button.  This clears all walls that you have placed on the display. 

7) Add Border button.  This places a wall all the way around the display.  This is not very useful and will 

lead to confusing results.  If you click it by accident, just click on Clear Walls. 



8) Import/Export button.  This provides a way of saving the walls that you draw.  A text box will appear 

and you can save the text into another file.  To restore a particular wall configuration, paste the 

saved output into the window and click on import.  Future labs may include some text to import to 

produce a particular wall configuration. 

9) Stopped checkbox.  Clicking this box stops or starts the simulation. 

10) Scan checkbox.  This is an advanced feature that will be used in the later labs.  If it is checked and 

the Stopped box is unchecked, the simulation will run for about 10 seconds.  Then the current 

frequency and sound intensity will be displayed in the text box at the bottom right.  Next, the 

frequency will be increased by one unit and the process repeated, until the frequency reaches 299 

(the maximum value).  Once the scan has finished you can click in the text box, hit ctrl+a to select all 

and ctrl+c to copy the contents.  You can paste this into an Excel spreadsheet, or some other 

program, to graph the results.  This will produce data very similar to that obtained in the labs.  If you 

run a scan, you will want to increase the simulation speed to the maximum value.  This makes the 

waves look very jerky, but the scan will run much faster.  Even so, the scans can take a long time (~1 

hour).  However, it is all automated, so you can do something else in the meantime.  Also, to get a 

complete scan, you need to set the frequency to 1 before you start. 

11) 3-D View checkbox.  This gives an alternate 3-D view of the waves but does not affect anything else. 

12) Simulation Speed scrollbar.  This sets the speed of the simulation.  If you set it too fast, the waves 

will look choppy and it is hard to see what is going on.  Too slow, and the simulation just looks slow.  

8 is a good value, unless you are running a scan, as discussed above. 

13) Resolution scrollbar.  This sets how many pixels there are in the wave display.  More pixels means 

nicer looking waves, but the simulation slows down rapidly with increasing resolution. 

14) Damping scrollbar.  Some damping of waves is always present.  However, the exact amount is not 

too important, except for two cases.  If you are running a scan, you want the damping to be a 

minimum and if you are measuring wave intensity as a function of distance, you also want the 

damping to be a minimum. 

15) Frequency scrollbar.  This is a very important function and one you will use a lot.  It sets the 

frequency of the source.  Note, sometimes, especially while scanning, the display does not keep up 

with the actual value.  But, if you manually change the value, the display will be correct.  Note, the 

units on frequency are Hz, although the Virtual Lab shows a slow motion version of the waves. 

16) Brightness scrollbar.  This sets the brightness of the waves in the wave display.  It does not affect 

anything else. 

17) Sound Intensity display.  This shows the current intensity at the position of the microphone. 

18) Scan testbox.  This displays the results of a scan (see above).  It works like any Windows text box: 

ctrl+a to select all, ctrl+c to copy, ctrl+x to delete, etc.  You can either look through the numbers to 

find a peak, indicating a resonance in whatever object you have drawn, or you can copy and paste 

into another program to graph the results.  This usually gives much better results. 

 

 


